5 Days / 4 Nights Tokyo / Mt Fuji Tour
(In/Out Haneda Airport )
Product Code: TTYOFSZ5D(PB-HND)-280218

Package includes:
* 03 night’s accommodation at Tokyo
* 01 night’s accommodation at Hot Spring resort near Mt Fuji
* Half board meals – 04 breakfasts, 01 lunch & 02 dinners
* Return airport-hotel transfer based on private service
* Full-day Hakone and Mount Fuji Tour (Replaced by Tenjinyama Ski from Mid December
until March - exclude equipment)
* Full-day Asakusa and Tokyo Tour (including Tokyo bay Cruise)
* Chinese speaking driver cum guide

Sample itinerary :
Day 01
_______ / Tokyo
Upon your arrival at Tokyo International Airport (Haneda), transfer to and check-in. Rest of the time is free at leisure for you to explore
the city.

Day 02

Tokyo / Mt Fuji

(Breakfast, Japanese Lunch, Hotel Dinner)

After breakfast, go to 【Gotemba Premium Outlets】- are Japan's most popular outlet mall, located in Gotemba City at the base of Mount
Fuji. The mall features over 200 stores along with a number of restaurants, a food court and a 50 meter high ferries wheel. After lunch,
continue your journey to Hakone where you will stop by 【Owakudani】 - a volcanic valley with active sulphur vents and hot springs in
Hakone. It is a popular tourist site for its scenic views of Mt Fuji, volcanic activity, and especially, Kuro tamago - a local specialty of eggs
hard-boiled in the hot springs. The boiled eggs turn black and smell slightly sulphuric; consuming the eggs is said to increase longevity,
eating one is said to add seven years to your life! (During winter Mid of December until March, the Mt Fuji tour will be replaced by
Tenjinyama Ski).

Day 03

Mt Fuji / Asakusa / Tokyo

(Breakfast, Teppanyaki or Steamboat Dinner)

After breakfast, proceed to the 【Asakusa Sensoji 】 - also known as “Asakusa Kannon Temple”, is a Buddhist temple located in Asakusa. It
is one of Tokyo's most colorful and popular temples. When approaching the temple, visitors first enter through the Kaminarimon (Thunder
Gate), the outer gate of Sensoji Temple and the symbol of Asakusa and the entire city of Tokyo. A shopping street of over 200 meters,
called【 Nakamise】, leads from the outer gate to the temple's second gate, the Hozomon. Alongside typical Japanese souvenirs such as
yukata and folding fans, various traditional local snacks from the Asakusa area are sold along the Nakamise. Thereafter, enjoy 【Tokyo bay
Cruise】on the Sumida River. You will find both “Edo-Period Atmosphere” and “New Tokyo” at the same time when you listen to the
commentary explaining the scenic points and historilcal places while viewing the ever-changing Tokyo Bay. After that, began the tour to
essence of popular entertainment places of Tokyo - 【Odaiba】. It is a large artificial island in Tokyo Bay, which have many famous drama
scene located such as Rainbow Bridge, Tokyo Fuji TV Building, A replica of the Statue of Liberty, Odaiba bay park as well as Ferris wheel…
followed by a little shopping at 【Akihabara duty free shop 】. Later in the afternoon, proceed to 【Kabukicho】located in Shinjuku Tokyo's best-known red-light district, at night you can see a variety of bright and dazzling neon signs.

Day 04

Tokyo

(Breakfast)

Day 05

Tokyo / ______

(Breakfast)

After breakfast, free at leisure for you to explore the city.

After breakfast, free at leisure until it is time for your transfer back to the airport for your onwards journey.

Hotel

5 Days / 4 Nights Package
(per person per package)

Adult
Child
Single
Twin / Triple
With bed
No bed
Tokyo : Tokyo Bay Ariake Washington Hotel or similar (local 4-star)
Mt Fuji : Lake Kawaguchi Royal Hot Spring Hotel or similar (local 4-star)
* Run-of-House (GV4-5, Private Tour)
5310
4180
4180
3350
* Run-of-House (GV6-7, Private Tour)
4600
3470
3470
2780
* Run-of-House (GV8-9, Private Tour)
4270
3140
3140
2520
* Run-of-House (GV10-15, Private Tour)
3890
2790
2790
2270
* Run-of-House (16 pax above, Private Tour)
5310
4180
4180
3350
** Super Peak Season (26 Dec’17 – 06 Jan’18 , 09 Feb – 19 Feb’18) surcharge @ MYR$380.00 per person
** Peak Season (27 Sep – 03 Oct’17 , 10 Nov – 10 Dec’17 , 20 Dec – 25 Dec’17) surcharge @ MYR$290.00 per person

Terms & Conditions
* Travel period: 01 Sep 2017 – 28 Feb 2018
* Travel must be completed by 28 Feb 2018
* The above rates require a minimum of 04 adults per booking.
* The above tour programme is based on mandarin speaking driver cum guide, if required English speaking is subject to additional MYR$660
per day per group
* The above package is subjected to compulsory tipping of MYR$150.00 per person
* Halal or Pork free meals can be arranged with additional charges (MYR$40.00 per lunch, MYR$60.00 per dinner)
* The above rates and tour program are subjected to change without prior notice
* The above package DOES NOT include any visa arrangement. It is the traveller’s own responsibility to ensure he/she have a valid entry
visa, if required
* No refund (either partial or full) will be given for any unutilized portion and/or services in the package
* Travel Monsters’ General terms & conditions apply – a copy of the terms & conditions can be obtained from any of our Travel Centres
* In the event of any inconsistency or discrepancy between the translated versions of this flyer and the English original, the latter will
take precedence
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